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* If splitting a payment between two utilities, at least HALF of payment must go to ENERGY TYPE listed in 
drop down box above. 

When creating a NEW PAYMENT, select PAYMENT NEW from PROGRAM drop box in 
the OPUS header bar for LIHEAP, ARPA, and OLGA. Select PAYMENT NEW EAS for OEAP. 

 

1. Choose correct APC for the program 
2. Select the correct applicant 
3. Verify the Energy Type matches the utility 

the pledge will go to  
4. Signature Exception can be used ONLY if 

you have read the entire disclaimer to the 
applicant * 

5. If household has been impacted by COVID 
19, check box. 

 NOTE: Choosing wrong APC and ENERGY 
TYPE can affect pledge amount but (GOOD 
NEWS!) this can be edited! 

* If using Signature or Document Exception, it is REQUIRED to make a comment in comment box that an exception was 
used. Your agency is REQUIRED to attempt to get a physical signature or document when it is safe to do so.  

1. Choose correct payment 
type.  

2. Enter AUTH # from log DO 
NOT leave blank. COPY 
and PASTE from log to 
avoid mistakes. 

3. Enter pledge amount 
listed in payment type * 

4. If there is a Balance 
Forward – select PAST 
DUE. Credit or no Balance 
Forward – select CURRENT 

5. Save payment 

Hit LOAD after 
Steps 1-5 



 

For OEAP Payments –  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Print off INTAKE REPORT and PAYMENT receipt. Don’t forget to gather signatures and all required documents. 

OEAP is different from most programs 
because it can use EXPRESS ELIGBILITY and 
payment is based on APPLICANT NEED. 

If using express eligibility – NOT INCOME – 
do not request income docs. Instead, 
attach proof of one of the following 
showing CURRENT enrollment. 

 
COVID Related EVENT is NOT required for a standard OEAP payment 
but if applicable, applicant does not need to submit proof of event 

Payment for OEAP is based on household need and not the standard payment matrix. The minimum payment is set 
at $500 and the max is $2500. Intake staff should cover all charges owing.  


